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TRADITION MATTERS
We are at home here in the wild and romantic Lam-
mertal valley, at the heart of the Salzburg mountains. 
Our family has always formed the backbone of the 
business, giving us the necessary confidence and 
motivation to face past, present and future commercial 
challenges; and all this in harmony with the traditional 
values to which we diligently and unerringly adhere. 

Down the years, as a family-run business we have 
developed a sophisticated corporate culture and a 
strong sense of responsibility for our role in the region. 
The traditions we hold dear are integral to our manu-
facturing base in Abtenau near Salzburg. After all, the 
more we create and generate in the region, the more 
the product is valued and appreciated.
 

Owners Husband & wife Hans & Maria Buchegger with their daughters Anna-Maria Asteiner (2nd left) 
& Paula Buchegger (1st right), son-in-law Michi Asteiner with granddaughter Lea, & Lou the family dog



2F HISTORY
2F-LEUCHTEN is a family-owned and family-run company 
founded in 1972, and has been under the ownership 
of Maria and Hans Buchegger since 2002. The factory 
originally crafted traditional lamps from wood and wrought 
iron. Today, the company mainly manufactures bespoke 
lights and illumination solutions for hotels and shops. A 
workforce of over 80 employees allows us to guarantee 
domestic, foreign and international clients short delivery 
times and immense versatility. The majority of the person-
nel are local people, and our team offers a comprehensive 
range of skills. We accommodate 15 trades and crafts 
under one roof, including metalworkers, blacksmiths, 
painters, carpenters, tailors, electricians, machine builders, 
lighting planners and designers. These individual special-
ists all work together to produce something far greater 
than the sum of its parts. Every project is special, and we 
help every customer and architect to achieve something 
absolutely unique.

2F-Leuchten is a business that reinvents itself again and 
again. Every single item we have ever manufactured was 
an opportunity seized to rethink the journey ahead, and 
to craft lighting solutions in tune with the times. We are 
prepared to navigate unexplored territory and carve out 
new paths in every phase of creation and construction. We 
grow with every task, and every challenge is an opportunity 
to grow
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MAKING BRIGHT IDEAS SHINE
All our customers contribute to the creation and design of their own 
‘worlds of light’. Sometimes this process takes weeks – sometimes 
months. The 2F team is instinctively conscious of the need to pay 
attention to the sensibilities of our clients, to their tastes, prefer-
ences, dreams and design expectations – to develop a solution that 
meets every technical, aesthetic and emotional requirement – to 
make your bright ideas shine! Aesthetic - attractive - functional. 
In the world of lighting, we set no limits on the creative freedoms 
granted to architects and designers - or to the light infrastructure we 
produce. The 2F manufactory is unique the world over, combining 
traditional arts and crafts with benefits of modern industrial tech-
nology that enable us to implement almost every draft and design 
fantasy.



DESIGN
We back you in the drafting phase with 3D CAD technology that enables us to render digital 
visualisations of your intentions. From early on, our construction designers create drafts of 
viable solutions and make 2D and 3D models available for use in your planning work. This 
guarantees a seamless process – from the initial concept, on to product development, and 
through to production.



PLANNING
Reliable light plans, well-thought-through from an early 
stage, are about far more than the choice of the right lighting. 
Indeed, today’s expectations are far greater: Style, presence, 
individuality, versatility, durability, energy efficiency and inno-
vative technology all play decisive roles. The vast variety of 
lighting scenarios demands an analytical approach to solution 
optimisation for every working environment, basic lighting, 
background illumination and light pooling. 

Our ambitious, enthusiastic and 
highly experienced team looks 
forward to helping you optimise 
your bright ideas. 



LIGHT LAB
Product development is the phase in which we define the characteristics of each lighting solution. 
The in-house light lab enables us to monitor compliance with predefined specifications on an 
ongoing basis, and to adapt products to project requirements without complications. A 2-axis 
goniometer is used to measure the entire 3D light distribution from a source and provide a com-
prehensive range of photometric LTD and IES simulation files



THE VISUAL PERCEPTION  
OF LIGHT
Lighting is about far more than differences in bright-
ness, and is increasingly an issue of visual perception. 
LED lighting is very dense, so it’s particularly important 
to avoid light scattering. With LED illumination the light 
needs to be distributed precisely and be delivered to 
clearly-defined areas. Consequently, we have made a 
definite choice to put our faith in the innovative pat-
ented Bartenbach reflector and LED lens technologies 
for our latest serial-production developments.

We believe a modern marriage of timeless elegance 
and modern functionality best serves customer-spe-
cific requirements as regards the objective demands 
of practicality, efficiency and superior performance, 
and the aesthetic emotionality of visual convenience, 
comfort and beam dispersion.



METAL
Once the plans have been completes it´s time for the production department to begin.  
Our metal worker masters the traditional arts of forging, soldering, press-cutting, bending and welding and is responsible for 
creating the lamp´s bodywork and the wire frame for the lamps shades.



WOOD
Wood is a living material we are delighted to use, but one which 
requires plenty of patience and experience when being pro-
cessed.  
All known soft and hardwoods are processes using planing, 
milling and turning lathes. The production technique we select 
depends upon the size and design the work piece.



FINISH
Some products are then hand paintes for the ideal finishing 
touch. Pattern in the patination, gold and silver leaf surfaces 
are just a few of the possibilities. Individuality is of the great 
importance during this phase. We often work together with 
our customers to create a completely new surface.



RESTORATION
Antique lights are often priceless items. Their restoration is an art that encompasses a multitude of skills, including careful clean-
ing, the replacement of leads, wiring and lightbulb sockets, glass and crystal elements; cast and mould reproduction, and even 
precisely regilding items to the original colour and shade. We’re happy to restore large chandeliers within the framework of your 
project and, of course, we cooperate closely with authorities on the conservation of historical artefacts.



SHADE PRODUCTION
A shade transforms a light into something cosy and warm.  
Carefully selected materials are precision cut via CNC and are 
then addes to the wire frames produces in-house. Our team is 
just as au fait with colling, wrapping and pleating as it is with 
traditional sewing techniques for sail light constructions.



GLASS
Glass ist often a significant part of lighting sculptures. We 
have mastered the use of crystals as well as the different 
manufacturing techniques of handmade glass.



MANUFACTURING
Combining traditional materials with modern technologies requires on-the-ground expertise when it comes to the production and 
installation of our lighting. Nothing is of greater value to us than the flexibility, skill and know-how of our employees. Masterpieces of 
light art are produced here with great care and attention to detail, and in adherence with all technical specifications.



QUALITY INSPECTION
A 100% test with a Luminaire Testing Device LPE (1000V test voltage), barcode registration and a specific serial number for every 
single product guarantee the technical safety of each item. Quality Assurance is also pursued at 2F by means of intensive coopera-
tion with independent test institutes.



INSTALLATION
If desired, we’re always delighted to take over respon-
sibility for the on-site installation of your solution. Our 
assembly technicians have a vast wealth of experience in 
dealing with highly-sensitive and illuminating works of art, 
and their expertise here is completely state-of-the-art. 

Our specialists can’t wait to help.
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ZENTRALE:

2F LEUCHTEN Ges.m.b.H
Pichl 118 | A-5441 Abtenau | +43 6243 2407 0
office@2f-leuchten.com | www.2f-leuchten.com

HANS BUCHEGGER
general manager

+43 676 842744 101
hans.buchegger@2f-leuchten.com

SIGI HAUNSPERGER
area sales manager

Salzburg
+43 676 842744 102

sigi.haunsperger@2f-leuchten.com

MARTIN BAUMANN
area sales manager

Germany
+49 151 2917 6891

martin.baumann@2f-leuchten.com

CLEMENS BRANDSTÄTTER
area sales manager

Salzburg
+43 676 842744 100

clemens.brandstaetter@2f-leuchten.com

MILENA AREZINA
sales international

+43 676 842744 113
milena.arezina@2f-leuchten.com

DANIEL FALKNER
area sales manager

Wien, OÖ, NÖ
+43 676 842744 104

daniel.falkner@2f-leuchten.com

PASCAL STUTZ
sales director 
Switzerland

+41 79 609 04 52
pascal.stutz@2f-leuchten.com

SIMON SOMMER
area sales manager

Switzerland
+41 79 901 34 83

simon.sommer@2f-leuchten.com

GEORG KRONREIF
area sales manager

Stmk, Kärnten, Vorarlberg
+43 676 842744 110

georg.kronreif@2f-leuchten.com

GÜNTER LIENBACHER
lighting consultant, back office

Austria
+43 6243 2407 - 43

guenter.lienbacher@2f-leuchten.com


